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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Burning Rock Biotech Limited (the “Company”) solely for information purpose and has no t been independently verified. No 

representations, warranties or undertakings, express or implied, are made by the Company or any of its affiliates, advisers, or representatives as to, and no reliance should be 

placed upon, the accuracy, fairness, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions presented or contained in this presentation. None of the Company or any of its 

affiliates, advisers or representatives accept any responsibility whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any information presented or 

contained in this presentation or otherwise arising in connection with the presentation. The information presented or contained in this presentation is subject to change without 

notice and its accuracy is not guaranteed.

Certain statements in this presentation, and other statements that the Company may make, are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These statements reflect the Company’s intent, beliefs or current expectations about the fu ture. These statements can be recognized by the 

use of words such as “expects,” “plans,” “will,” “estimates,” “projects,” “intends,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “confident” or words of similar meaning. These forward-looking 

statements are not guarantees of future performance and are based on a number of assumptions about the Company’s operations and other factors, many of which are beyond 

the Company’s control, and accordingly, actual results may differ materially from these forward-looking statements. The Company or any of its affiliates, advisers or 

representatives has no obligation and does not undertake to revise forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or issue or an invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Company for sale in the United States or anywhere 

else. No part of this presentation shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BEING GIVEN SOLELY FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND ONLY FOR YOUR USE IN CONNECTION WITH THIS 

PRESENTATION. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY NOT BE COPIED, REPRODUCED, REDISTRIBUTED, OR OTHERWISE DISCLOSED, IN WHOLE OR IN 

PART, TO ANY OTHER PERSON IN ANY MANNER. ANY FORWARDING, DISTRIBUTION OR REPRODUCTION OF THIS PRESENTATION IN WHOLE OR IN PART IS 

UNAUTHORIZED.

By viewing, accessing or participating in this presentation, participants hereby acknowledge and agree to keep the contents of this presentation and these materials confidential. 

Participants agree not to remove these materials, or any materials provided in connection herewith, from the conference room where such documents are provided. Participants 

agree further not to photograph, copy or otherwise reproduce this presentation in any form or pass on this presentation to any other person for any purpose, during the 

presentation or while in the conference room. Participants must return this presentation and all other materials provided in connection herewith to the Company upon completion 

of the presentation. By viewing, accessing or participating in this presentation, participants agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Any failure to comply with these 

restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.
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Early detection

MRD

Biopharma

Therapy selection

• Continued market share gain via in-hospital (in-hospital volumes +24% YoY in 3Q, strong 
bounce-back from 2Q, +36% QoQ)

• Opex optimization showing initial progress, selling expenses -15% in 3Q vs 2Q1 while revenues
trended up sequentially.

• Strong commercial ramp up post new product launch in Mar 2022 (following data read-out at 
AACR), commercial volumes more than doubled in 3Q vs 2Q to c.700 tests

• Starting to work with BeiGene on initial clinical studies using our personalized MRD test

• Revenue grew by triple digit YoY to RMB15m

• Continued backlog build-up, with newly contracted project value +38% YoY to RMB198m during
9M22

• Data release – PROMISE study (2,035 participants) for 9-cancer test development completed
and read out at ESMO

• Commercial – product onboarding completed at a few hospitals.

Recent progress
Listed on London Stock Exchange on 1 Nov, providing an alternative listing venue 

+22% YoY revenue growth in 3Q, out-growing industry again

Notes: 
1 Excluding share based compensation, further details on page 23

Operating efficiency as our #1 focus going forward for both commercial and pipeline assets
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Our value-building blocks 
Extending leadership in NGS-based precision oncology from late-stage to earlier stage

patients, increasing the size of the addressable market

Early Detection

Asymptomatic population

MRD1

Early-stage oncology 
patients

Therapy Selection

Late-stage oncology patients

Biopharma

Global CDx2 partner for 
pivotal trials of targeted 

drugs. Pharma R&D

New Businesses

Large market potential

At early commercial phase

Developed Business

Commercial phase

Common 
Infrastructure

Accelerating growth of 
new businesses

• Strong brand to support new product launches & attract talent

• Broad industry network and synergy across different business units

• Large volumes supporting lower cost & faster innovation

Notes: 
1 Minimal residual disease of solid tumors
2 Companion diagnostics
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Objectives by segment
Continued topline growth with higher operating efficiency and improving cash flow

Early detection

MRD

Biopharma

Therapy selection
• Positive operating profitability in 2023 

Through accelerated transition towards the profitable in-hospital channel and reduced opex in central-lab

• Multi-year, high double-digit revenue growth, driving next leg of growth

Greenfield category, no gold standard from older technologies (e.g. PCR)

Indication expansion from NSCLC1 to CRC2, esophageal and other cancer types via additional clinical studies

Higher product entry barrier of personalized MRD test vs. fixed-panel products in therapy selection

• Double digit growth  

Continued build-up of project backlog, leveraging Burning Rock’s strength in quality and product performance

Already profitable due to high sales efficiency

• Product – more cancer types, better performance

Incorporate additional signal sources, enrich machine-learning model through large (over 10k+ subjects) studies

• Regulatory – establish approval pathway

Dialogues with the NMPA and additional clinical studies to translate clear unmet need to proof of clinical utility

• Commercial – build first wave of seed customers

Working with a few large hospitals to build blood-based multi-cancer early detection into health check-up routines

Notes: 
1 Non-small cell lung cancer
2 Colorectal cancer



MRD
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MRD test plays a role at multiple timepoints throughout the treatment journey

Resectable

Tumor

Surgical 

Resection

Neo-

adjuvant
Adjuvant Relapse

The baseline 

ctDNA level 

Treatment

effectiveness 

assessment

Landmark MRD Longitudinal 

monitoring

Treatment

effectiveness 

assessment

Nice-to-have prognosis

Actionable diagnosis that drives treatment choice

Identify “cured” 

patients

Predict relapse

Good vs. poor 

prognosis

Whether and how 

to perform surgery

Good vs. poor

prognosis

Identify low-risk patients 

and “tune-down” 

adjuvant treatment

Identify high-risk 

patients and “tune-up” 

treatment

Good vs. poor

prognosis
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How do MRD studies advance utility
Example 1: IMvigor010, enrich the high-risk group and "tune-up" adjuvant treatment

Atezo, MIUC Adjuvant Therapy

“All comers” demonstrated NO efficacy

TMB/PD-L1 showed NO prediction

Landmark MRD+ pts (39%) had worse prognosis

Maybe only those patients can benefit?

Indeed, only baseline MRD+ pts showed benefit

Nature. 2021 Jun 16. doi: 10.1038/s41586-021-03642-9.
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How do MRD studies advance utility
Example 2: Dynamic, identify low-risk patients and “tune-down” adjuvant treatment

ctDNA-guided vs standard

The ctDNA-guided MRD- group had fewer patients with 

adjuvant chemotherapy than the standard group (15% vs. 29%) 

with non-inferiority of 3-year RFS (92.4% vs 91.7%)

2022 ASCO Annual Meeting
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MRD clinical adoption through physician consensus

Chinese oncologists developing consensus on MRD applications in solid tumors, e.g. lung cancer
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Burning Rock development plans
Personalized approach (brPROPHETTM) demonstrating strong analytical performance 

Additional clinical studies to expand indications

Product 
development and 

initial clinical 
read-out

Assay and Model
Development

Clinical Validation
(Prognosis and Surveillance)

Product Launch
Analytical
Validation

Completed

Personalized assay: brPROPHETTM

Target limit-of-detection (LOD): 0.004%

Lung and colon data 

read-out at 2022 AACR

Commercially 

launched in 

March 2022

Lung, Observational, N~500

Lung, Interventional, N~400

Colorectal, Observational, N~300

Colorectal, Interventional, N~500

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Others (esophagus, breast, etc.), Observational, N~500

Additional 
clinical 

programs for 
indication 
expansion
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MRD clinical validation data readout 
NSCLC – MEDAL study

• brPROPHET identified 2.7 times more true high-risk patients than the fixed panel approach at the 

landmark time point

• Longitudinally MRD negative patients has near-perfect prognosis with median of 3-year follow-up

• The prognosis differentiation holds true for patients with different clinical stage
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MRD clinical validation data readout 
CRC

brPROPHETTM demonstrated superior sensitivity and 

specificity to fixed panel in pre-operative ctDNA 

detection and post-operative MRD calling among 

relapsed patients



Early detection
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Competitive 
technology

Methylation + machine learning 
to overcome challenges of low
ctDNA abundance, leading to 
feasibility of multi-cancer early 

detection

Multi-cancer 
validation data

Burning Rock’s early detection technology
Globally competitive technology with multi-cancer validation

ASCO 2022

AACR 2022

ESMO 2022
The performance of a multi-cancer early detection model based on liquid biopsy of multi-omics biomarkers: A 

proof of concept study (PROMISE study)
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Product development in progress

Product development complete

Product development since 2016
Demonstrated high specificity and tissue-of-origin detection capability

Proof-of-concept
2016 – 2019

3-cancer
2017 – 2020

6-cancer
2018 – Nov 2020

9-cancer
2019 – Ongoing

• Proof of concept on our methylation based, machine learning aided technology platform

• Results published on Nature Biomedical Engineering, “Ultrasensitive detection of circulating tumour DNA 

via deep methylation sequencing aided by machine learning”

• Lung, Colorectal Cancer (CRC), Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC)

• 95.1% specificity and 80.8% sensitivity1

• Lung, CRC, HCC, Ovarian, Pancreatic, Esophageal

• THUNDER study completed

• 98.9% specificity and 69.1% sensitivity2

• Additional cancer types: Gastric, Biliary Tract, Head & Neck

• PROMISE study completed

Notes: 
1 Training and validation cohorts combined, 490 cancer samples, 226 control samples. Sample size is aggregated through a series of case-control studies. 95.1% specificity (95% CI 91.2-97.4) and 80.8% sensitivity (95% CI 77.0-84.1)
2 Unintrusive multi-cancer detection by circulating cell-free DNA methylation sequencing (THUNDER): development and independent validation studies, ASCO 2022. Further details in Appendix 1.
3 Final number of cancer types subject to development progress

22-cancer3

2020 – Ongoing

• BR-22 covers 88% of China’s cancer incidence
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Clinical programs
9-cancer development first read-out in Sep (PROMISE study)

China’s first interventional study for multi-cancer launched in 2Q (PREVENT study)

6-cancer

Notes: 
1 THUNDER series of studies. Latest results presented at ASCO 2022, Unintrusive multi-cancer detection by circulating cell-free DNA methylation sequencing (THUNDER): development and independent validation studies
2 Final number of cancer types subject to development progress

22-cancer2

Assay
development

Model training
via large-scale

case-control study

Intend-to-use 
population validation

Proof-of-concept

Completed Completed

THUNDER study1

PREVENT study
12,500 participants

Launched in 2Q2022 and

enrolling

China’s first blood-based,

multi-cancer interventional

studyCompleted

PROMISE study
2,035 participants

PREDICT study
14,026 participants

c.70% enrolled

Ongoing
PRESCIENT study

11,879 participants

Enrollment ongoing

Completed

Under planning

9-cancer
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PROMISE study read-out at ESMO
9-cancer test showing significant performance improvement over the 6-cancer test

Cancer (n) Non-cancer (n) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%)
Accuracy of 

top predicted origin (%)

Training 470 511 97.9% (96.1%-99.0%) 81.7% (78.1%-84.9%) 86.6% (83.0%-90.0%)

Validation 257 235 98.3% (96.6%-99.4%) 83.7% (79.0%-88.0%) 81.9% (76.0%-87.0%)
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• PROMISE demonstrated 83.7% sensitivity and 98.3% specificity for 9 cancers

• Accuracy for top-predicted-origin: top1 81.9%; top2 90.9%

• Methylation contributed >90% of the total sensitivity, while protein and mutation collectively provided <10% 

additional positive detections
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Colorectum
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Validation set

Top predicted origin

69.2%

95.0%

80.0%

82.6%

82.8%

76.6%

100.0%

61.5%

84.0%

Multi-omics Methylation Mutation Protein

Specificity (95% CI) 98.3% (96.6%‒99.4%) 99.1% (97.3%‒99.8%) 99.6% (97.9%‒100.0%) 99.6% (98.7%‒100.0%)

Sensitivity (95% CI) 83.7% (78.6%‒88.0%) 79.0% (73.5%‒83.8%) 49.4% (41.9%‒57.0%) 47.8% (40.8%‒54.9%)
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Leadership in multi-cancer early detection
First-in-class, high entry-barrier, multi-year effort

Low amount of cancer signal 

in the circulating bloodstream, much more 
challenging vs. tissueTechnology

Clinical

Regulatory

Commercial

Challenges BNR position

Proprietary chemistry and algorithm

• On par with global leader, competitive sensitivity in earlier
stages for certain cancers

• Multi-year lead vs. China peers (most showing liver-cancer
and colon-cancer data only)

Large, multi-year studies required

from case-control to intend-to-use population, from 
observational to interventional (e.g. CCGA study: 
15,254 participants, 8,584 with cancer, 6,670 
without cancer)

Sponsorship from top physicians

• Catching up with global leader, to improve specificity and 
tissue-of-origin performance through large clinical studies

• Multi-year lead in China as the only company that has 
launched studies with over 10,000+ subjects

1

2

3

4

First-in-class in nature

with no established regulatory pathway

Leading regulatory capability in China

• Exploring possible pathway, leveraging experience through
the country’s first NGS kit approval by the NMPA

Unprecedented product Multi-pronged approach

• Initially working with hospitals’ health check-up 
departments, leveraging synergy from in-hospital
therapy selection business
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Leadership from top-tier principal investigators key to clinical success
Also drives increasing recognition on multi-cancer early detection among clinicians

PREDICT

PRESCIENT

• Leading site: Shanghai Zhongshan Hospital

− One of China's largest comprehensive academic hospitals

− Performs c.104,000 operations and serves c.169,000 inpatients and over 

4,236,000 outpatients on an annual basis1

− Ranked top 5 in the 2019 China’s general hospital rankings2 • Fellow of the Chinese Academy of Sciences

• President of Shanghai Zhongshan Hospital

• Leading site: Cancer Hospital of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences3

− The first and top cancer-specialist hospital in China

− The National Clinical Center for Cancer Research, the National Center for Quality 

Control on Standardized Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis, the National Clinical 

Center for Drug Research 
• Fellow of the Chinese Academy of Sciences

• President of CHCAMS

Principal Investigator: Prof. Jia Fan

Principal Investigators

Prof. Jie He Prof. Jie Wang

Notes:
1 Based on 2018 statistics
2 http://rank.cn-healthcare.com/rank/general-best
3 CHCAMS

PREVENT

• Head of the Dept. of

Medicine, CHCAMS

Principal Investigator: Prof. Weiming Li

• President of West China Hospital

• Leading site: West China Hospital 

− One of the largest hospitals in China, performed 196,000 surgeries and 7.8 

million out-patient services in 2021

− Ranked #2 in the Fudan Best Hospital in China Rankings (2009-2020)



Financials
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Quarterly volumes
In-hospital and MRD driving above-industry growth uplift

Notes: 
1 Central-lab (LDT) volumes represented by the number of patients tested. In-hospital (IVD) volumes represented by the number of testing kits shipped to partner hospitals

0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21 3Q21 4Q21 1Q22 2Q22 3Q22

Central-lab In-hospital

Overall test volumes +16% YoY in 3Q

• Central-lab +2.3% YoY, driven by MRD

• In-hospital +24% YoY, rebounding from 2Q (+36% QoQ)

Volumes

by

channel1
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Financials
Opex starting to trend down

RMB1.01bn / USD143m cash and investments on balance as of September 30, 2022

Notes:
1 Within in-hospital segment, over 95% revenues are kit revenues, which are recurring in nature; the remaining are instrument revenues. In-hospital primarily through direct-sales model
2 Non-GAAP gross margin, which is defined as gross margin excluding depreciation and amortization (D&A)
3 Excluding share based compensation (SBC) and depreciation and amortization (D&A) 

RMB millions 2021
19

YoY

20

YoY

21

YoY
3Q21 4Q21 1Q22 2Q22 3Q22

3Q22

YoY

3Q22

QoQ

2022 Revised

Guide

Revenue 507.9 83% 13% 18% 126.6 147.3 135.5 130.8 154.6 22% 18% c. 5% YoY growth

Central lab 319.4 71% 8% 7% 78.8 86.0 74.2 78.6 90.0 14% 15%

In-hospital1 165.1 164% 34% 40% 43.7 51.9 49.0 34.2 49.6 14% 45%

Pharma 23.4 25% (17%) 59% 4.1 9.4 12.3 18.0 15.0 266% -17%

Non-GAAP Gross profit2 368.2 93.0 107.4 92.7 90.9 117.0 26% 29%

Total opex 1,161.2 49% 64% 60% 262.7 357.5 350.4 348.1 343.2 31% -1%

R&D3 324.1 73.5 113.6 100.9 77.7 88.7 21% 14%

S&M3 283.4 72.1 98.6 84.6 100.3 85.4 18% -15%

G&A3 228.8 51.7 73.4 61.2 74.8 68.3 32% -9%

SBC 280.8 53.3 60.2 79.8 76.7 77.4 

D&A 44.1 12.1 11.7 23.9 18.6 23.4 

Operating profit (797.1) (171.1) (252.1) (262.8) (265.5) (234.6) 

Net operating cash flows (477.9) (133.4) (112.3) (144.4) (109.3) (135.5)

Non-GAAP GP margin2 72.5% 73.4% 72.9% 68.4% 69.5% 75.7%

Opex3 / revenue 165% 156% 194% 182% 193% 157%

S&M3 / revenue 56% 57% 67% 62% 77% 55%



Appendix 1

Early detection
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AACR 2022
Data read-out on analytical performance of ELSA-seq

Full analytical validation study was 

conducted on ELSA-seq. LoD was 

demonstrated to be between 

0.02% and 0.11% across different 

cancer types.
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ASCO 2022 – Thunder study read-out of the 6-cancer test
Cohort

Source: Gao et al., Unintrusive multi-cancer detection by circulating cell-free DNA methylation sequencing (THUNDER): development and independent validation studies, ASCO 2022
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ASCO 2022 – Thunder study read-out of the 6-cancer test
Clinical performance on cancer detection

Source: Gao et al., Unintrusive multi-cancer detection by circulating cell-free DNA methylation sequencing (THUNDER): development and independent validation studies, ASCO 2022
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ASCO 2022 – Thunder study read-out of the 6-cancer test
Clinical performance on tissue of origin

Source: Gao et al., Unintrusive multi-cancer detection by circulating cell-free DNA methylation sequencing (THUNDER): development and independent validation studies, ASCO 2022
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Multi vs. single cancer early detection
Multiple times larger TAM

China Cancer Incidence1

per 100,000 population, across all ages

Notes: 
1 Incidence data per “2018 China cancer registry annual report ”, J He et al., ISBN 978-7-117-28585-8
2 Final number of cancer types subject to development progress

BR-22 covers 88% of China’s cancer incidence2
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Multi vs. single cancer early detection in China
Significantly higher technology barrier

• Established technology, typically PCR based, with readily available products

o US – First FDA approved product in 2014 (first submission in 2012)

o China – NMPA approved products (class-III, including tissue and blood-based) in 2017, 2018, 

2019, 2020, 2021, etc

• Small panel, low cost

• Relatively simple genomic data analytics

Single-cancer

test

Multi-cancer

test

• Biologically, blood-based tests are multi-cancer in nature

• Highly complex technology with product risk

o Globally, only a small number of innovators have locked-down products going under intended-

use validation

• Data as a key factor for development and validation

o Evolving dataset leads to continuous product improvement and greater validation

• Unprecedented commercial potential

o Possibility to fundamentally shift oncology landscape from late-stage therapeutics to earlier

stage intervention



Appendix 2

MRD
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Clinical utilities of MRD in solid tumors
1) risk stratification and regimen selection (landmark analysis), 2) relapse monitoring (surveillance analysis)

Cancer Discov. 2021 Nov 16. doi: 10.1158/2159-8290.CD-21-0634
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Clinical utilities of MRD in solid tumors
Fixed panel vs. personalized panel approaches

Cancer Discov. 2021 Nov 16. doi: 10.1158/2159-8290.CD-21-0634



Appendix 3

Therapy selection
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First NMPA-approved kit Second NMPA-approved kit

EGFR, ALK, BRAF, KRAS

Approved in Jul 2018

First approved NGS kit in China

EGFR, KRAS, MET, ERBB2, BRAF, PIK3CA, 

ALK, ROS1, RET 

Approved in Mar 2022

Novogene

诺禾

EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, PIK3CA, ALK, ROS1

Approved in Aug 2018

Geneseeq

世和

EGFR, ALK, ROS1, BRAF, KRAS, ERBB2

Approved in Sep 2018

BGI

华大

EGFR, KRAS, ALK

Approved in Aug 2019

Gene+

吉因加

EGFR, KRAS, ALK

Approved in Dec 2019

Genetron

泛生子

EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, ERBB2, PIK3CA, ALK,

ROS1, MET

Approved in Feb 2020

Genecast

臻和

KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, PIK3CA

Approved in Mar 2021

3DMed

思路迪

NMPA approved NGS panels

Notes: 
1 Major NGS-focused companies listed. The list is not exhaustive. A total of 13 kits have been approved by the NMPA as of the date of this presentation
2 Copy number variation

NMPA

approved

testing kit by

major NGS-

focused

companies1

• Only 30ng DNA input required, applicable to small tissue samples

• First NMPA approved NGS kit with CNV2 mutation type, with MET exon14 skipping

Highlights on

our second

NMPA-

approved kit
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NGS testing
Diagnostics companies focus on steps 1 and 3

Throughput High-throughput

Cost Low-cost per biomarker

Efficiency Parallel testing

Biomarker 

Profiling

Comprehensive profiling & 

superior accuracy

Fit for 

Liquid Sample
Liquid availability 

NGS Library Preparation

EGFR ALK MET

Targeted genes enrichment

1
Sequencing

22
Bioinformatics Analysis and 

Mutation Annotation

Final report: including 

mutation type, targeted 

therapy, drugs in R&D, 

clinical trials, etc.

3
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Leading liquid-biopsy product in China, with globally competitive performance
Demonstrated in high-impact analytical validation study

Source:

Slides from “Establishing the analytical validity of circulating tumor DNA sequencing for precision oncology“, 5th Annual Liquid Biopsy for Precision Oncology Summit, Feb 2021

Further information in Appendix 2

SEQC2

Study

Overview

Liquid

Biopsy
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Participating assays and study design

Source:

“Evaluating the analytical validity of circulating tumor DNA sequencing assays for precision oncology“, Nature Biotechnology, Apr 2021
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Overall analytical accuracy and specificity

• The analytical accuracy was measured by Precision-

Sensitivity plot (25ng LBx-Low)

• The false positive rates were computed by FP/kb region. 

• Once different VAF threshold increases, FP rates 

dropped further.

Source:

“Evaluating the analytical validity of circulating tumor DNA sequencing assays for precision oncology“, Nature Biotechnology, Apr 2021

“To compare the accuracy of the participating ctDNA assays, we generated precision recall curves, ranking known 

variants and FPs according to their observed VAFs. For Lbx-low samples at 25ng input, BRP was the most accurate 

assay, with roughly equivalent sensitivity but superior precision to IDT (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 4c). ”
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Performance – Sensitivity

• LBx-low (25 ng input) replicates in each participating assay in different expected VAF bin. 

Source:

“Evaluating the analytical validity of circulating tumor DNA sequencing assays for precision oncology“, Nature Biotechnology, Apr 2021

“The most sensitive assays (IDT 

and BRP) achieved sensitivity 

greater than 0.90 for variants 

with 0.3–0.5% VAF; however, no 

assays reached this mark for 

variants with 0.2–0.3% or 0.1–

0.2% VAF (Fig. 4a).”

“The performance characteristics 

of the assays evaluated here were 

broadly similar to what has been 

reported by several ctDNA 

sequencing providers (based on 

internal testing) that did not 

participate in this study. During 

validation of the Guardant360 

CDx hybrid capture assay, 

variants were detected with high 

sensitivity (~94%) at VAF ≥ 0.4%, 

declining to ~64% among variants 

with VAF ranging from 0.05% to 

0.25%.” FoundationACT showed 

~99% sensitivity for SNVs with 

VAF > 0.5%, ~95% for 0.25%–

0.5% VAF and ~70% for 0.125–

0.25% VAF.”


